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Education 
Ph.D.            Philosophy, University of Georgia                              (expected) June 2023 
M.A.             Philosophy, California State University, Los Angeles           December 2013 
B.A.             Philosophy, California State University, Long Beach            December 2009 
 
Teaching Experience (from most recent) 
University of Georgia                                                                                  Athens, GA 
August 2018 - 
Teaching Assistant 
Philosophy 2500- Symbolic Logic (Fall 2018) 
Philosophy 2010- Introduction to Philosophy (Spring 2019) 
 
California State University, Los Angeles                                          Los Angeles, CA   
August 2016 - June 2018 
Adjunct Philosophy Instructor 

Philosophy 1600– Critical Thinking and Composition 
The course is designed to focus on the development of critical reasoning and 
effective argumentation.  
Skills emphasized: deductive and inductive reasoning; identifying fallacies; 
speaking/writing persuasively; critiquing the arguments of others as well as 
reflecting on one’s own view. 
Text used: This is a zero-cost course, using all open-source materials; please see 
https://www.rcgphi.com/introduction-to-critical-thinking/ for more information.  

El Camino College                                                                                    Torrance, CA   
August 2014 - July 2018 
Adjunct Philosophy Instructor 

Philosophy 101– Introduction to Philosophy 
The course is designed with a major-questions approach. Students are introduced to 
the various branches of Philosophy, important philosophers in history, and 
important problems in Philosophy; also included is an addendum on what it is to 
have a meaningful life.  
Skills emphasized: Development of study habits, eg detailed note-taking and active 
reading; employment of a variety of comprehension methods; instillment of a 
desire to learn and broaden one’s own perspective. 
Text used: This is a zero-cost course, using all open-source materials; please see 
https://www.rcgphi.com/introtophil/ for more information.  

Philosophy 103– Ethics and Society 
The course is designed to cover major ethical theories as well as attempt to apply 
them in real world scenarios.  
Skills emphasized: Juxtaposition of opposing theories; clear and descriptive writing 
(in order to elucidate the differences between different moral theories); identifying 
counterexamples; instilling a willingness to be tolerant of the views of others. 
Text used: This is a zero-cost course, using all open-source materials; please see 
https://www.rcgphi.com/introtoethics/ for more information.  

 

https://www.rcgphi.com/introduction-to-critical-thinking/
https://www.rcgphi.com/introtophil/
https://www.rcgphi.com/introtoethics/


Philosophy 106- Introduction to Logic 
The course is an introduction to categorical logic, truth-functional logic, and a brief 
glimpse into predicate logic, with an emphasis on the historical development and 
progression of Logic. 
Skills emphasized: Development of study habits, eg detailed note-taking and active 
reading; translation of arguments given in common language into standard form for 
analysis; employing a wide range of strategies for assessing for validity.  
Text used: Introduction to Logic, by Paul Herrick (1e).  

Philosophy 105– Critical Thinking and Discourse (equivalent to PHIL 1600 at CSULA) 
Format Taught: Traditional 
Text used: Think with Socrates: An Introduction to Critical Thinking, by Paul 
Herrick (1e).  

 
Long Beach City College                                                                    Long Beach, CA   
August 2014 - June 2018 
Adjunct Philosophy Instructor 

Philosophy 6– Introduction to Philosophy (equivalent to PHIL 101 at El Camino College) 

Philosophy 7– Introduction to Ethics (equivalent to PHIL 103 at El Camino College) 

Philosophy 11– Introduction to Critical Thinking (equivalent to PHIL 105 at El Camino 
College and PHIL 1600 at CalState LA) 

Philosophy 12– Introduction to Symbolic Logic (equivalent to PHIL 106 at El Camino 
College) 

Long Beach City College                                                                   Long Beach, CA   
January - June 2014 
Faculty Intern 

Philosophy 6– Introduction to Philosophy 
Developed my personal pedagogy under the guidance of Matt Lawrence; skills 
worked on included: designing a course, writing a syllabus, planning course lectures 
and exploring different methods of presenting course content, moderating class 
discussion, grading, developing course assignments designed to assess and improve 
comprehension, engaging students in class discussion as well as with course texts, 
handling disciplinary problems, how to help students during office hours. 

Our Lady of the Rosary School                                                           Paramount, CA   
February - September, 2012 
Long-term Substitute Teacher 

Format taught: Team Teaching 
Taught 7th and 8th grade math and science 
Prepared lesson plans; wrote class content, exams, and quizzes; held tutoring 
sessions (open to students of any grade level and subject but keeping the priority on 
my math students); attended faculty meetings; oversaw the math portion of the 
annual Academic Quadrathlon. 

 
 
 
 



California State University, Long Beach                                           Long Beach, CA   
August - December, 2009 
Supplemental Instructor 

Philosophy 160, Introduction to Ethics 
Format Taught: Discussion Section 
Held two sections of supplemental instruction; duties included lecturing, 
moderating class discussion and group work, and holding review sessions before 
exams; also held office hours, assigned grades, and wrote lesson plans. 

 
Student Related Activities and Volunteer Service 

Advisor, El Camino Philosophy Book Club (Spring 2018) 

Co-advisor, LBCC Philosophy Club (Fall 2015 - Fall 2017) 

Moderator, Our Lady of the Rosary Student Council (February - June 2012) 

Strength and Conditioning Coach, OLR Boys’ Football Team (May - Sep 2012) 

 
Other Relevant Academic Employment 
Learning-with-Laptops                                               Greater Los Angeles Area, CA   
September, 2012 - May, 2013 
LAUSD At-home Tutor 

 
Tutored students from a wide range of socioeconomic backgrounds with a 
variety of learning styles; students ranged from grades 3 to 12; assessed 
students on subject competency; adapted lesson plans for their multiple 
levels of literacy; advised students on study habits, time management, and 
suitable locations for study (since the home was often not optimal for study); 
counseled parents on how to best aid in the academic progress of their 
students. 

 
Presentations, Awards, and Professional Development 

Speaker, El Camino College’s Great Debate series, “A Conversation on God, Morality, and 
Evolution,” Spring 2018 

Received the Honors Transfer Program Award of Excellence (awarded to professors nominated 
by honor students who consider them to be one of the best and/or most influential 
professors on campus), El Camino College, 2016 

Workshop on course web enhancement, FLEX Day, Long Beach City College, 2015 

Workshop on mitigating white privilege in the classroom, FLEX Day, Long Beach City 
College, 2014 

American Philosophical Association- active since 2014 

What’s Done in the Dark Must Come to Light: Imagining an End to Gendered Violence, 
CSULA, March 2013– presented a paper entitled “Institutionalized Indirect Gendered 
Violence” (2013). 

 



Research Interests 

My research interests are, broadly speaking, at the intersection of Psychology, 
Neuroscience, the Philosophy of Psychology, Ethics, Metaethics, and Artificial Intelligence. 
My goal for some time now has been a unified theory of moral judgment. The following 
are some more specific research interests which I consider a part of my overall project: 

● I would like to develop and defend a view called by some psychological emotivism, the 
view that the genesis of moral judgments is affect-based.  A defense of this will 1

include both conceptual disambiguation (Philosophy) as well as empirical data 
(Psychology, Neuroscience).   2

● I’d also like to explore the role of the linguistically-oriented parts of the brain, 
Kahneman’s system 2, during moral judgment. My sense is that they are primarily 
there merely to cognize the already fully-formed moral judgment and to provide a 
justification for said moral judgment, albeit a fabricated one (since the real genesis is 
affect-based).   3

● Relatedly, I’d like to defend a narrative view of personal identity against competing 
theories, e.g., animalism, the Lockean view, etc. Briefly, I believe recent empirical 
findings demonstrate our subjective experience, our self, is (at least for the most 
part) an amalgamation of post hoc rationalizations and fabrications, borne out of 
situationally-determined behavior. As such, I believe only a fictionalized account of 
self is tenable. Moreover, I believe this is the only tenable view whether one assumes 
dual-process theory or, it’s competitor, modular theory.  4

● Given the conclusions of the preceding research projects, I would like to develop an 
account of moral judgment that includes our occasional double-standards (on moral 
matters), moral licensing (the tendency to feel entitled to perform morally 
questionable behavior after having performed morally praiseworthy behavior), 
moral dumbfounding (the tendency to not be able to justify our moral judgments), 
the ability to derive enjoyment from the suffering others (e.g., the Roman games), 
and other empirically-demonstrated phenomena which have not been incorporated 
into a unified theory of moral judgment.  

● Lastly, assuming something like modular theory is true, I’d like to contribute to the 
theoretical foundations for the programming of morality into an AI so that it can 
make moral judgments as humans do, flaws and all. I suspect that many 
components of my unified theory of moral judgment will require empirical 
validation. But due to, ironically, ethical considerations, many of these hypotheses 
cannot be tested. As such, perhaps we can build algorithms that are based on a 
unified theory of moral judgment. If these algorithms (run by a machine) happen to 
match the moral judgments of real human beings, well that would be at least the 
beginnings of an empirical validation.  

 
 

1 Richard Joyce uses this term in order to distinguish it from a related (and more widely used) term 
non-cognitivism . See Joyce, R. (2016). Essays in Moral Skepticism . Oxford University Press. 
2 The work of Joshua Greene has been very influential on me. For his own summary of the work, see 
Greene, J. (2014). Moral tribes: Emotion, reason, and the gap between us and them . Penguin. 
3 See Haidt, J. (2001). The emotional dog and its rational tail: a social intuitionist approach to moral 
judgment. Psychological review , 108 (4), 814. 
4 In particular, I am partial to Mercier and Sperber’s modular theory; see Mercier, H., & Sperber, D. 
(2017). The enigma of reason . Harvard University Press. 



In addition to this:  
● I am interested in Latin American Philosophy and am an avid reader of Latin 

American writers, e.g. Jorge Luis Borges and Ernesto Sábato, who synthesize 
Philosophy, in particular Philosophy of Mind, and literature; and 

● I am also interested in military history and the philosophy of war, as well as 
the history of classical antiquity and pre-state deep history.  

● Lastly, I am interested in interdisciplinary approaches to computer science, 
as well as machine learning, computer programming, and website 
development.  

Past Non-Academic Volunteer Service 

Volunteer– Election Campaign of Roxana Martinez (for Palmdale City Council), Palmdale, 
CA (2016) 

Volunteer Piano Entertainment– South Gate City Leadership Coalition, Holiday Dinner 
and Toy Giveaway, in South Gate, CA (2013) 

Volunteer Piano Entertainment– Paramount City Council, Tree Lighting Ceremony, 
Paramount, CA (various years) 

Volunteer– Council for a Parliament of the World’s Religions, Seeds of Peace- Meditation and 
the Engaged Life, in Pasadena, CA (2013) 
 
Past Non-Academic Employment 

24 Hour Fitness                                                                                         Cypress, CA   
January 2010 - 2012; August 2013 - October 2014 
Membership Counselor 

Received 2 certificates of achievement at the level of the club; served as 
department lead; developed excellent communication skills and an ability to 
lead and work well with a team 

 
Selected Skills and Hobbies 

● Ability to relate with individuals from a wide range of socioeconomic, religious, and 
cultural backgrounds, as well as different sexual- and gender-orientations 

● Competent with basic computer software, including PowerPoint, Excel, and Word 

● Well-regarded among students/peers with regards to PowerPoint presentations 

● Familiar with basic concepts in computer science and web design/development 

● Fluent in Spanish, both spoken and written 

● World traveller, 17 countries and counting 

● Beer aficionado and lover of fine-dining 

● Previous experience as amateur stand-up comedian and jazz pianist (not 
simultaneously)  


